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The talk will cover my lab’s recent research concerning planning to learn and
discuss its relationships to relevant work of other researchers.
I will first introduce a machine-learning application that had motivated us
to explore how knowledge-discovery workflows could be designed automatically
using a data-mining ontology. In particular, we mined product-engineering data
such as CAD documents for structural design patterns [1]. This task entailed the
orchestration of numerous data-preprocessing and machine-learning algorithms
in surprisingly complex workflows. The involved technique of sorted refinement
[2] lead to non-linear, non-tree knowledge discovery workflows, in that the data
flow was forked into individually processed data streams later reuniting as inputs
to an inductive logic programming algorithm.
Given the circumstances above, we wanted to see if the user could be alleviated from composing such complex workflows manually. To this end, we started
to develop a knowledge-discovery ontology to capture the functionalities, constraints and mutual relations among data mining algorithms. Building on established strategies for automatic planning, we implemented a planning algorithm
that proposes a suitable workflow using knowledge represented in the ontology,
accessed by the planner through the standard SPARQL querying interface. I
will review the main concepts of the ontology and the planning task, following
mainly the paper [3].
Next I will present how the mentioned developed concepts were integrated
and exploited in the machine-learning suite Orange4WS in collaboration with
the Dept. of Knowledge Technologies at the Jozef Stefan Institute in Slovenia.
This part will be based mainly on the paper [4]. I will also review our latest
developments in an alternative approach to workflow planning [5], which exploits the definitions of some domain-specific experience-proven workflows. Such
established workflows are viewed as initial templates, which are algorithmically
optimized by exploring their variations such as a replacement of an algorithm by
a functionally similar algorithm or by a suitable sub-workflow. These variations
are achieved by applying special graph-rewriting rules applicable to non-linear
and non-tree workflow graphs.
As for related work, I will mainly discuss the relationships of the efforts above
to the knowledge-discovery ontology project KDOnto [6], the more foundational
(and less procedurally oriented) ontology OntoDM [7], and the relevant achievements of the recent eLico project. Here, the ontology-based workflow planning

concepts [8] were integrated in the popular software tools Taverna and RapidMiner.
Finally, the talk will cover some selected topics, which I argue to be worthwhile a concentrated investigation in the future. Most imporantly, I will outline
the idea of semantic meta-learning, in which a meta-learner could learn and reason on the basis of the semantics of (object-level) data attributes. I will also
suggest to elaborate a theoretical framework in which performance indicators
for data models (such as classifier accuracies) would be jointly estimated from
validation experiments with the currently analysed data, and from accuracies of
similar models in similar previous experiments.
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